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Gerhard ULRICH
February 21, 2017
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges
0041 21 801 22 88 – catharsisgu@gmail.com

René FORNEY

René FORNEY
Political prisoner
Écrou 40037 cel 318
Maison d’arrêt - BP 15
F-38763 Varces cedex

cc: Network SALVE EUROPA! www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bMwUDSQeOA

Your struggle against the irredeemably degenerated judiciary system
Dear René,
Herewith I present you to a public beyond the borders of France. The values
which you are defending are universal. Here the summary of your story:
In 1998 your ex-wife joined her lover, a former freemason policeman. In the
course of the following divorce procedure, you are struggling since almost 20
years against a plot of freemason lawyers/policemen in Grenoble F, who are
aiming to dispossess you from your 4 real estate properties. Your collection of
lawyers amounts to dozens of cheaters. See your conclusions of Nov. 24, 2015:
www.trafic-justice.com/SITENE18/NOTAIRES/lescomplots241115.htm

If you introduce the names of each one of these crooks into the research engine of
Google, you find the manoeuvres of all of them nicely documented on the web.
You went beyond, by creating a network of judiciary victims covering the whole
of France: www.jppp.eu . Such publicity was not really appreciated.
You have been summoned by the «Judge» Alexandre GROZINGER for the closing
audience of your divorce procedure for November 7, 2016. Due to the tricks of
GROZINGER and partners in crime you were not assisted by a lawyer, although
the French procedure is imperatively requesting it. Due to that failure, you were
unable to present your conclusions of November 24, 2015. Reacting to that insult,
you designated those Judges as crooks belonging to the Mafia. 3 days later, on
November 10, 2016 you were called to the Police station and jailed by order of
the «Judge» Catherine LANZA-PERRET for contempt of court. At the audience
of December 14, 2016 at the Tribunal de Grande Instance of Grenoble, your
lawyer François DANGLEHANT was in disagreement that the same LANZAPERRET shall preside the debates. Protesting, he left the court hall. You were
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thus not assisted by a lawyer, as guaranteed by the human rights. They kept you
jailed. During the appeal trial of February 8, 2017, presided by the «Judge»
Philippe THEUREY, you were neither assisted by a lower:
http://stopmensonges.com/proces-en-appel-de-rene-forney/

During the audiences of December 14, 2016 and February 8, 2017 Judges and
Prosecutors slammed you to be a psychopath, suffering of paranoia, expediency
alteration … By letter of February 12, 2017 you informed me that they do not even
dispose of a psychiatric expertise. Consequently, they have projected their proper
shortcomings on you. This is an unbelievable abuse. They maintain you in prison,
and by that fact you are excluded from your divorce procedure. .

Alexandre GROZINGER
Catherine LANZA-PERRET
Philippe THEUREY
Our French friends are invited to report any known detail concerning these dishonest Judges

Contempt of court is a French speciality, providing an undue privilege. This
article of the penal Law is hardly compatible with article 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 (freedom of expression), ratified as well by
France. Government clerks ought to live with criticism.
René, you do have the merit and the courage to spell out the diagnostic of evil in
clear text. As you wrote to me, a counter-power has to be opposed to the judiciary
tyranny, by saturating a compulsory civil service chosen by drawing of lots. Such
local boards composed of non-lawyers will exercise a control of the courts from
the outside. That is needed throughout Europe: an efficient quality control. In a
given case, these organs will just have to answer the question, whether the Judges
did fail to perform an adequate job – yes or no. If affirmative, the affair shall be
transmitted to another court for new appreciation. Courts of appeal, supreme
national Courts and the European Court of Human Rights shall be abolished.
Because the present system is un-reformable with the actors in office. If nothing
will be done, their children will continue to terrorize the populations. I would not
be surprised to hear that France is presently producing annually some 100'000
judiciary victims – unmentioned by the mass media. With your sacrifice of
yourself, you are rendering a tremendous service to the future generations.
Respectfully yours
Gerhard ULRICH, Swiss dissident
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